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Abstract
In this paper, we investigate the effect of the filter for the hyperbolic moment
equations (HME) [7, 10] of the Vlasov-Poisson equations and propose a novel quasi
time-consistent filter to suppress the numerical recurrence effect. By taking properties
of HME into consideration, the filter preserves a lot of physical properties of HME,
including Galilean invariance and conservation of mass, momentum and energy. We
present two viewpoints — collisional viewpoint and dissipative viewpoint — to dissect
the filter, and show that the filtered hyperbolic moment method can be treated as
a solver of Vlasov equation. Numerical simulations of the linear Landau damping
and two stream instability demonstrate the effectiveness of the filter in restraining
recurrence arising from particle streaming. Both the analysis and the numerical results
indicate that the filtered method can capture the evolution of the Vlasov equation,
even when phase mixing and filamentation dominate.
Keywords: Hyperbolic moment equations; Vlasov equation; Filter; Landau damping;
Two-stream instability
1 Introduction
The Vlasov equation is the fundamental kinetic equation modeling of the collisionless
plasma. It describes the time evolution of the distribution f(t,x,v) of a population of
charged particles (electrons, ions) that responds to the self-consistent electromagnetic
fields. The distribution function f(t,x,v) is the number density of the particles at the
time t and position x ∈ Ω ⊂ RD with the microscopic velocity v ∈ RD [47] (for physical
case D = 3). In this paper, we focus on the dimensionless Vlasov-Poisson equations (VP)
∂f
∂t
+ v · ∇xf + F (t,x) · ∇vf = 0, (x,v, t) ∈ Ω× RD × R+, (1)
where F (t,x) is the electric force produced by the self-consistent electric filed E(t,x):
F (t,x) = E(t,x), E(t,x) = −∇x φ(t,x), −∆xφ(t,x) = ρ(t,x)− ρ0, (2)
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where φ(t,x) is the electric potential produced by the particles. For the clarity of nota-
tions, we will always assume periodicity in x. The density ρ(t,x) is defined as ρ(t,x) =∫
RD
f(t,x,v) dv and ρ0 is positive constant dependent on the problem. When the VP sys-
tem is applied to the plasmas, the total charge neutrality condition
∫
Ω(
∫
RD
f dv−ρ0) dx =
0.
Numerical methods for solving the Vlasov equation have been extensively studied, see
for instance [5, 48, 28, 23] and references therein. The most common method is the Particle-
In-Cell (PIC) method, where the Vlasov equation is solved by following the trajectories of
a set of statistically distributed velocity points. The method is proved to be successful due
to its relative simplicity and adaptivity [19, 12]. But as a stochastic method, the inherent
statistical noise of PIC sometimes overshadows the physical results. Moreover, the large
tail of the distribution function would lower PIC’s effectiveness. With the exponential
growth of the computing power, the Eulerian numerical methods attract more and more
researchers’ attention, and a lot of methods are developed, for example, the continuous
finite element methods [48], finite difference methods [21, 14], finite volume methods [22],
discontinuous Galerkin method [28, 42], the semi-Lagrangian method [45] and spectral
methods [43, 6, 10]. These methods discretize or approximate the distribution function
both in the spatial space and the microscopic velocity space, and they can be used to solve
the case that the distribution function has the low-density velocity much more accurately
compared to PIC, but may be quite expensive in the high dimension problem.
However, a challenging issue of the Eulerian numerical methods is the filamentation
[44] for instance, the discrete velocity method and the spectral method. The filamentation
is caused by the oscillations with smaller and smaller wavelengths in velocity space of the
distribution function as time evolves [12]. The filamentation phenomenon is a common
issue among the Eulerian numerical methods [23] due to its limitation on the representation
of high frequency information. A classical and well studied example of filamentation is the
linear Landau damping [3]. The failure on capturing filamentation leads to the well-known
numerical recurrence phenomenon [6].
Even though the Eulerian numerical methods can not capture the filamentation, but
it is possible to suppress or even eliminate the recurrence phenomenon. The key idea
to suppress the recurrence is to capture the main structures of the particles when dis-
carding the information of oscillations with small wave length. Artificial collisional term
is a popular method to suppress the recurrence [2, 32]. The additional collisional term
can be interpreted as an advection-diffusion operator, thus it can eliminate the high fre-
quency of oscillations in the velocity space. Several kinds of collisional terms have been
adapted, for example, the weakly Fokker-Planck collision operator was suggested in [27],
and a numerical collision term by a nonlinear combination of Lenard-Bernstein collision
operator was tested in [12]. Filtering is a common procedure to reduce the effects of the
Gibbs phenomenon in spectral methods [13] and is also a popular method to suppress the
recurrence [15, 34, 35, 30]. The authors in [15] pointed out that a filter of high quality
could weaken the high oscillation of the particles and have little influence on the lower
order moments of the distribution function. In [41], Hou-Li filter which was proposed in
[31] was adapted in velocity space to a Fourier-Hermite spectral representation to study
Landau damping. Moreover, some other methods, for example, the absorbing boundary
conditions [20], were proposed to retain the recurrence.
In this paper, we focus on how to apply the filter onto the hyperbolic moment method
for the Vlasov equation to suppress the recurrence. The hyperbolic moment method [7] is
first proposed for the Boltzmann equation, and has been adapted to a lot of fields, including
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Vlasov equation [10, 18], Wigner equation [9] and quantum Boltzmann equation. Precisely
speaking, the moment method in kinetic theory was first proposed by Grad [26] in 1949,
and was extended into arbitrary order cases in [7]. However, the loss of hyperbolicity
[39] of Grad’s moment system limits its application for a long time. A recently proposed
globally hyperbolic regularization in [7] remedies the drawback and yields the Hyperbolic
Moment Equations(HME). In this paper, we adopt this globally hyperbolic regularized
moment method to solve the Vlasov equation, and call it HME for short. HME can be
treated as an “adaptive” Hermite spectral method in the velocity direction [8], in which
the expansion center is translated by the local macroscopic velocity and rescaled by the
thermal velocity. The special transformation on velocity space enhances the efficiency of
HME to approximate the Vlasov equation [10]. The numerical effectiveness of HME on
the Landau damping problem has been demonstrated in [10].
However, as a Eulerian method for Vlasov equation, HME also suffers from the recur-
rence phenomenon. Therefore, we would study the recurrence phenomenon of HME and
show that HME shares the problem as the classical discrete velocity method (DVM). Then
filtering is utilized to suppress the recurrence phenomenon when simulating the Vlasov
equation. Notice that HME is a set of partial differential equations obtained by approxi-
mation of Vlasov equation, which satisfies a lot of physical properties of Vlasov equation,
such as the conservation of mass, momentum and energy, and Galilean invariance. This
puts forward lots of constrains on the filter. Moreover, the authors [33] pointed out that
for a given space and velocity space discretization, different time step lengths would yield
different numerical results due to the different application times of the filter. That is to
say that the solution of a direct application of filter is time-step dependent, so the limit
equation is not clear. To avoid it, we propose a quasi time-consistent filter for HME,
which also preserves the conservation of mass, momentum and energy, Galilean invariance
and the convergence to the Vlasov equation with the increasing of the moment number.
To understand the principle of the filter, we present two viewpoints — collision operator
viewpoint and artificial dissipation viewpoint — to analyze the filter and the resulting
system. In both viewpoints, the filtered method can be treated as a solver of the Vlasov
equation, thus the damping slope and frequency in the Landau damping problem would
keep unchanged. Numerical simulations show that the filter can suppress the recurrence
phenomenon and demonstrate that the damping slope and frequency are unchanged by the
filter. The filtered method is also applied to the nonlinear two-stream instability problem
to show its numerical efficiency. Good agreement with the reference shows the effectiveness
of the filtered method.
The outline of the paper is as follows. In Section 2, HME for the Vlasov equation is
briefly reviewed and the recurrence phenomenon for HME is studied. In Section 3, the
detailed procedure of the filter is presented and we also provide two viewpoints to analysis
the effect of the filter for HME. In Section 4, the numerical simulations are performed to
suppress recurrence with our filter in linear Landau damping problem, and two-stream
instability problem is also studied. The paper ends with a conclusion in Section 5.
2 Hyperbolic Moment System for Vlasov Equation
For the Vlasov-Poisson equations (VP) (1)(2), we introduce the Maxwellian distribu-
tion feq as
feq(t,x,v) =
ρ(t,x)
[
√
2πuth(t,x)]D
exp
(
−|v − u(t,x)|
2
2u2th(t,x)
)
, (3)
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where the parameters ρ(t,x), u(t,x) and uth(t,x) denote the density, the macroscopic
velocity and the thermal velocity, respectively, and they are related to the distribution
function by
ρ(t,x) =
∫
RD
f(t,x,v) dv,
ρ(t,x)u(t,x) =
∫
RD
vf(t,x,v) dv,
1
2
ρ(t,x)|u(t,x)|2 + D
2
ρ(t,x)u2th(t,x) =
1
2
∫
RD
|v|2f(t,x,v) dv.
(4)
With the periodicity condition in x, and the charge neutrality consition, VP satisfy the
conservation of mass, momentum and total energy [16]. Precisely speaking, multiplying
the equation (1) by 1 and v, direct integration with respect to v and x on RD ×Ω yields
the conservation of mass and momentum
d
dt
∫
RD×Ω
(
1
v
)
f(t,x,v) dxdv = 0, t ∈ R+. (5)
Multiplying the equation (1) by |v|2 and integrating by parts, we get the conservation
of the total energy for the system (1) and (2):
d
dt
(∫
RD×RD
f(t,x,v)|v|2 dxdv +
∫
RD
|E(t,x)|2 dx
)
= 0, t ∈ R+. (6)
2.1 Hyperbolic moment equations
The key idea of Grad’s moment method is expanding the distribution function around
the Maxwellian feq into Hermite series as follows:
f(t,x,v) =
∑
|α|6M
fα(t,x)H[u(t,x),uth(t,x)]α (v), (7)
where fα(t,x) are the expansion coefficients and α ∈ ND is the D-dimensional multi-index,
and |α| := ∑Dd=1 αd. The basis functions H[u(t,x),uth(t,x)]α (v) are generalized weighted
Hermite functions, defined by
H[u,uth]α (v) = (−1)|α|
∂|α|
∂vα1 · · · ∂vαD ω
[u,uth](v), (8)
where the weight function ω[u,uth](v) is a Gaussian function with the form
ω[u,uth](v) =
1
[
√
2πuth]D
exp
(
−|v − u|
2
2u2th
)
. (9)
Noticing the definition (4) of the macroscopic parameters ρ, u and uth, we obtain
f0 = ρ, fek = 0, k = 1, · · · ,D,
D∑
d=1
f2ed = 0, (10)
where ed ∈ ND is the d-th unit multi-index, i.e its d-th entry is 1 and other entries are
all zero. By plugging the expansion (7) into the Vlasov equation (1), and applying the
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globally hyperbolic regularization in [7], we obtain the globally hyperbolic moment system
for the Vlasov equation
∂fα
∂t
+
D∑
j=1
(
u
2
th
∂fα−ej
∂xj
+ uj
∂fα
∂xj
+ (1− δM,|α|)(αj + 1)
∂fα+ej
∂xj
)
+
D∑
d=1
∂ud
∂t
fα−ed +
D∑
j,d=1
∂ud
∂xj
(
u
2
thfα−ed−ej + ujfα−ed + (1− δM,|α|)(αj + 1)fα−ed+ej
)
+uth
∂uth
∂t
D∑
d=1
fα−2ed +
D∑
j,d=1
uth
∂uth
∂xj
(
u
2
thfα−2ed−ej + ujfα−2ed + (1− δM,|α|)(αj + 1)fα−2ed+ej
)
=
D∑
d=1
Fdfα−ed , |α| 6 M,
(11)
where δ is the Kronecker’s delta, and fα is taken as zero if any component of α is negative.
We refer the readers to [10] for the details of the derivation. Noticing (10), we collect all
the independent variables of fα, u and uth as a vector w, then the system (11) can be
written in a quasi-linear form
D(w)
∂w
∂t
+
D∑
j=1
Mj(w)D(w)
∂w
∂xj
= g(w), (12)
where D
∂w
∂t
corresponds to the time derivative in (11) while MjD
∂w
∂xj
describes the
convection term on the xj direction, and g denotes the right hand side of (11). The
detailed expression can be found in [10], and the form is put here only for the sake of
convenience. We point out that the moment system (12) is globally hyperbolic, and have
the following results.
Proposition 1. The moment system (12) is globally hyperbolic. Precisely, for any unit
vector n ∈ SD−1, the matrix
D∑
j=1
njMj(w) (13)
is real diagonalizable, and its eigenvalues for D > 1 are given as
u(t,x) · n +Ck,muth(t,x), 1 6 k 6 m 6 M + 1, (14)
where Ck,m is the k-th zero of the m-order Hermite polynomial Hem(x) and its eigenvalues
for the case D = 1 are u+Ck,M+1uth.
The proposition is a fundamental condition for the well-posedness of HME. We refer
readers to [7] for the proof of the proposition. It was pointed out in [46] that the char-
acteristic speeds of the moment system can be viewed as the discretization points of the
distribution function. Eq. (14) indicates that the discretization points of the distribution
function for HME are the rescaled zeros of the Hermite polynomials u ·n+Ck,muth. The
points vary at different position x and different time t, which is similar to the moving mesh
method[1]. In this sense, the moment method can be viewed as an “adaptive” Hermite
collocation method.
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2.2 Velocity space filamentation and recurrence
A well-known property of the Vlasov equation, so-called filamentation, is that an ini-
tially smooth distribution function may become increasingly oscillatory in velocity space,
with a smaller and smaller wave number as time evolves. Such oscillations lead to Landau
damping and other kinetic effects, but also make Vlasov equation hard to resolve numer-
ically. But when the wave number of the particles is smaller than the minimum wave
number that the numerical method could resolve, the numerical method fails to capture
the filamentation structure of the distribution function. They eventually lead to an ap-
parent numerical instability, and sometimes the initial condition artificially reappears and
creates a spurious increase in the amplitude of the electric field, a phenomenon known as
recurrence.
To illustrate the main numerical difficulty caused by the filamentation for the dis-
cretization of the Vlasov equation, we consider the reduced, free-streaming problem for
1D case
∂f
∂t
+ v
∂f
∂x
= 0, f(0, x, v) = g(x, v), (15)
then the solution to (15) is f(t, x, v) = g(x − vt, v). The free streaming particle motion
shears the initial phase space as time increases, and the initial spatial structures are
stretched into fine scale structures in velocity space. Then the derivative of f with respect
to velocity
∂f
∂v
=
∂g(ζ, v)
∂v
∣∣∣∣
ζ=x−vt
− t∂g(x− vt, v)
∂x
(16)
grows unbounded. For example, the initial value
g(x, v) = (1 +A cos(kx))
1√
2π
exp
(
−v
2
2
)
gives the exact solution of f as
f(t, x, v) = (1 +A cos [k(x− vt)]) 1√
2π
exp
(
−v
2
2
)
.
It can be noted that the “wavelength” in velocity space is λv = 2π/(kt), and the distribu-
tion f becomes more and more oscillatory due to the kvt term. Moreover, the macroscopic
variables decay with time, for example, the number density
next =
∫
R
f dv = 1 +A cos(kx) exp
(−k2t2/2) ,
decays super-exponentially fast with time.
According to Nyquist-Shannon sampling theorem, one needs at least two grid points
per wavelength to reconstruct the solution. Thus, representing the distribution function
on an equidistant grid will be impossible when t > π/(k∆v), and it leads to numerical
instability and recurrence phenomenon. Precisely, assume that we resolve velocity space
with an equidistant grid vj = j∆v, j = 0,±1,±2, · · · ,±M , where M is a large integer,
then calculate the numerical integral
nEnum =
M∑
j=−M
[1 +A cos (k(x− j∆vt))] 1√
2π
exp
(−j2(∆v)2/2)∆v. (17)
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Figure 1: Profiles of the exact and numerical approximations for the number density with
A = 0.5, k = 0.5. (a) Using the discrete velocity method (17) with ∆v = π/10. (b) Using
the Hermite collocation method (19) with M = 50.
It turns out to be periodic in time with periodicity Trecurrence =
2pi
k∆v . As the recurrence
phenomenon shown in Figure 1(a), the initial condition reappears periodically with peri-
odicity Trecurrence = 40, while the exact number density decays super-exponentially. For
any equidistant grid discretization, the recurrence time is proportional to the grid size for
velocity space.
Different from the discrete velocity model, HME expands the distribution function into
the generalized Hermite series (7) in velocity space, and selects a special set of character-
istic speeds (14) such that they coincide with the Gauss-Hermite interpolation points. As
is pointed out in [46], the characteristic speeds can be viewed as a sort of discretization
of the distribution function. Therefore, the system (11) is similar to the discrete velocity
model with a shifted and scaled stencil, thus it also suffers from recurrence effects. It is
not easy to give an accurate estimation of the recurrence time for the non-isometric grid
discretization. To estimate the recurrence time for HME, we assume that u is 0 and uth
is 1. Then the moment method can be treated as the Hermite collocation method in the
velocity space. Denote the zeros of HeM+1(v) as {vj}Mj=0, the maximum absolute value of
zeros
max
j
|vj | ∼
√
M,
then the average distance between zeros
∆v ∼ 2
√
M
M
=
2√
M
.
Hence, the recurrence time for the moment method is estimated as
Trecurrence ∼ 2π
k 2√
M
=
π
k
√
M. (18)
Let {wj}Mj=0 be the Gauss-Hermite quadrature weight, then
nHnum =
M∑
j=0
wj [1 +A cos(k(x− vjt))] 1√
2π
exp
(
−v
2
j
2
)
. (19)
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Figure 1(b) shows that the initial condition also reappears periodically. This result is
consistent with the work in [37, 43, 6]. It should be noted that the basis function in (19) is
Hermite polynomial, while the basis function in HME is generalized Hermite polynomial.
The upper analysis qualitatively reveals the recurrence phenomenon of HME and that the
recurrence time depends on the square root of the moment expansion order M , which is
consistent with the numerical result in [10].
3 Filtered Hyperbolic Moment Method
As is discussed in the introduction, filtering is a common procedure to reduce the
effects of the Gibbs phenomenon in spectral methods [13]. In Section 2.1, we have pointed
out that HME can be treated as an “adaptive” Hermite collocation method for the Vlasov
equation, thus it would be natural to apply a filter on HME to suppress the recurrence. In
[15], it was shown that the filamentation had little influence on the lower moments of the
distribution function in many cases. Therefore, it is expected that the filter can suppress
the filamentation but only slightly affect the macroscopic phenomena, for example Landau
damping.
However, there are still many unsolved important issues, including 1) how to choose
the filter for HME without destroying its physical properties, 2) should the filter be applied
once, more times or less per time step, 3) does the filter affect the convergence of HME
and 4) does the filter change the Landau damping rate? In this section, we will answer
these questions one by one.
3.1 Choosing the filter
At the first step, we would study the properties of HME and propose some necessary
conditions for the filter to preserve these properties. Then we are going to give two
versions of filters. The first version is the classical exponential filter [29, 25, 31]. However,
this kind of filter will lead to the potentially multiplicative net effect of filtering in time
[33]. Noticing this deficiency, a quasi time-consistent filter, which takes the time step into
consideration, is proposed.
3.1.1 Necessary conditions of the filter
The usual practice of the filter for spectral methods [41, 38] is multiplying spectral
coefficients by a filter factor σ. For HME, the coefficients fα are corresponding spectral
coefficients, thus the filter can be written as
f˜α := fασ
( α
M
)
. (20)
Accordingly, the distribution function is replaced by
f˜ =
∑
|α|6M
f˜αH[u,uth]α (v). (21)
As is pointed out at the beginning of this section, it is an important issue to choose the
filter without destroying the properties of HME. Next, we will delineate the necessary
conditions for the filter by studying the properties of HME.
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HME is a physical model, derived from the Vlasov equation, thus it satisfies the
Galilean invariance. The filter should preserve the Galilean invariance of the model, in-
cluding the rotational invariant. Hence, we demand the rotational invariant of the filter,
i.e
σ
( α
M
)
= σ
( |α|
M
)
, |α| 6M. (22)
The conservation of mass, momentum and energy are primary properties of the VP system
and HME. Thus the filter is expected to preserve the conservation laws. Here we demand
σ
( |α|
M
)
= 1, |α| 6 M0, and M0 > 2. (23)
The filter is used to remove the filamentation, which is caused by the high frequency
coefficients. Hence, the filter should be stronger for higher frequency coefficients, i.e. the
filter is a monotone decreasing function. Here α is a multi-index, so there are various
definitions of the monotone decreasing. Due to the rotational invariant relation (22), we
let
σ
( |α|
M
)
> σ
( |α|+ 1
M
)
, |α| < M. (24)
As the order M increasing, the filtered distribution (21) should converge to the distribu-
tion, which is a necessary condition for the convergence of the model. So for any given
α ∈ ND, the strength of the filter should vanish with the increasing of M , i.e.
lim
M→∞
σ
( α
M
)
= 1. (25)
All the conditions (22), (23), (24) and (25) are necessary conditions for the filter. Next,
we are trying to explore the filter based on these conditions.
3.1.2 Exponential filter
Exponential filters are widely used in spectral and pseudo-spectral methods to over-
come the Gibbs phenomenon. For instance,
σ(η) = exp (−βηγ) , (26)
where β = − ln ǫ0 with ǫ0 representing the machine accuracy and γ is a constant [25]. The
stabilizing effect of this filter has been widely discussed [36, 29, 25]. It has been proved that
this filter is strong enough to stabilize the approximation to the initial conservation laws
and small enough not to ruin the spectral accuracy of the scheme when the parameters
β, γ are chosen properly. However, the exponential filter fails to satisfy the condition (23).
A filter called Hou-Li’s filter, is proposed in [31] for Fourier spectral method, which
reads
σ(η) =
{
1, if 0 < η 6 2/3,
exp(−βηγ), if η > 2/3, (27)
where β = 36 and γ = 36, which subjects σ(1) to the machine precision ǫ0 = 2
−53. This
filter achieved great success in Fourier spectral method [31], and was also used in Fourier-
Hermite spectral method for Landau damping [41]. The rotational invariant relation (22)
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can be easily satisfied by careful extension to D-dimensional case. A natural extension of
(27) is
σ
( α
M
)
=
{
1, if |α|/M 6 2/3,
exp
(
−β
( |α|
M
)γ)
, if |α|/M > 2/3. (28)
Moreover, one can easily verify that this filter satisfies the conditions (24), (25) and (23).
It is handy to set the parameters β and γ here the same as in (27).
3.1.3 Quasi time-consistent filter
In filtered methods, the filter is usually applied to the distribution function in each
time step. Hence, for a given space and velocity space discretization, different time step
lengths would yield different numerical results due to the different application times of
the filter. This issue was noticed in [33] when they compared the result of the explicit
Runge-Kutta method and IMEX-RK method in time discretization. To avoid this issue,
the authors of [33] proposed a concept of time-consistent filters. Precisely, they took the
time step length into the filter and denote it as σ(η,∆t).
Definition 1. If a filter σ(η,∆) satisfies
σ(η,∆t1)
k1 = σ(η,∆t2)
k2 , (29)
when k1∆t1 = k2∆t2, we would call it a time-consistent filter.
In the following of this section, we will point out that the time-consistent filter not
only fixes the issue of how many times the filter should be applied on each time step, but
also works well in the numerical simulations of HME for VP.
Here we take the idea of time-consistent into the construction of the filter and propose
a filter as
σ
( α
M
,∆t
)
=
{
1, if |α|/M 6 2/3,
exp
(
−β
( |α|
M
)γ
g
( |α|
M ,
∆t
T0
))
, if |α|/M > 2/3, (30)
where
β = 36, γ = 36, g (η, ζ) = (ζ)1−η
γ
, (31)
and T0 is a constant dependent on the dimension of the variables, and in this paper we
always set it as 1.
If g(η,∆t) = 1, the filter (30) degenerates to Hou-Li’s filter (27), and if g(η,∆t) = ∆t,
it is a time-consistent filter. However, for HME, a very strong filter on the high-frequency
coefficients is necessary to eliminate the filamentation. To achieve it, one choice is to
increase the value β, which enhances the strength of the filter for all |α| > 23M , and
another choice is setting g(η,∆t) as that in (31), which only enhances the strength for
|α| ∼M . In Fig. 2, we present the filter (30) with different M and different relative time
step ∆t.
If |α| ∼M , σ ( αM ,∆t) ∼ 0, so the time consistent condition (29) is valid. If |α| ∼ 23M ,
g(η,∆t) ∼ ∆t, so the time-consistent conditions is also valid. Thus we call the filter (30)
as a quasi time-consistent filter. Moreover, it is easy to check that the filter (30) satisfies
all the necessary conditions of the filter (22), (23), (24) and (25).
In this section, we have proposed a quasi time-constant filter to suppress the recurrence.
The time step length will not affect the total numerical results of the filter. From Eq. (20),
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Figure 2: Profiles of the filter (30) with different ∆t and the order M . The x and y axis
are |α| and σ(α/M,∆t), respectively. The legends are the values of ∆t/T0.
we can see that the filter is applied on the expansion coefficients of the distribution function
instead of directly on the Vlasov equation. In the following section, we will show that the
effect of the filter on to the Vlasov equation from two viewpoints, which illustrates that
filtering under the framework of HME is a solver to the Vlasov equation, and filtered HME
will predict the correct physical variables, such as Landau damping rate and frequency.
3.2 Mathematical interpretation of the filtering
In this subsection, we aim to propose two viewpoints to explain the effect of the filtering
on the Vlasov equation. The first viewpoint explains the filtering as an artificial collision
and the second one interprets the filtering as a dissipative term. Both viewpoints show
that filtered HME is a solver to Vlasov equation, and the application of filter would not
affect the physical variables people care about.
3.2.1 Collisional viewpoint
In [27], the authors added an artificial weakly-collisional operator on Vlasov equation
to overcome the filamentation process. This idea has been well studied in the past decades
[30, 20, 40, 12]. Here we would show that the filter (30) can also be treated as a kind of
artificial collisional operator.
For simplicity, we take 1D case as an example, and one can extend it nD case without
difficulty. By adding the artificial collision operator
C(f) = ν

∑
α6M
ναfαH[u,uth]α (v) − f

 (32)
on Vlasov equation (1), one can obtain the collisional Vlasov equation
∂f
∂t
+ v
∂f
∂x
+ F (t, x)
∂f
∂v
= C(f). (33)
Here να and ν are parameters to be determined, and we set them as ν =
β
T0
and
να =
{
1, α 6 M0,
1− ( αM )γ , otherwise, (34)
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in this paper. If let M0 = 2, γ = 0, the operator (32) degenerates to the classical BGK
collision operator [4]. If let M0 = ⌈2M3 ⌉, and we employ the time-splitting scheme to solve
the collision term and other terms, we can obtain the solution of the collision part as
fα → σ(α/M,∆t)fα, with σ(α/M,∆t) =
{
1, α 6 M0,
exp
(
−β ( αM )γ ∆tT0
)
, otherwise,
(35)
where σ(α/M,∆t) corresponds to the filter in (30) with g(η,∆t) = ∆t. From the viewpoint
of ordinary differential equations, we can find a να which corresponds to the filter in (30).
Hence, the filter (30) can be understood as adding an artificial collision operator on the
Vlasov equation, and the filtered HME is solving the collisional Vlasov equation (33).
The necessary condition (25) for the filter indicates that for any given α ∈ N,
lim
M→∞
∫
R
C(f)vα dv = 0, (36)
i.e. C(f) → 0 as M → ∞, if the Grad’s expansion (7) converges. Particularly, the
collisional Vlasov equation (33) converges to the Vlasov equation as M → ∞. In other
words, the filtered HME converges to the Vlasov equation as the moment order goes to
infinity. In this sense, the filtered HME is a solver of the Vlasov equation. Naturally, the
filtered HME would predict the correct Landau damping rate and frequency if M is large
enough.
3.2.2 Dissipative viewpoint
By studying the spectral methods for the hyperbolic systems, the authors of [25]
pointed out that artificial dissipation could continuously remove the high-frequency compo-
nents, which may help to maintain stability. They also provided a viewpoint that the filter
could also be interpreted as adding the artificial dissipation. Following the idea in [25],
we can obtain the dissipative equation corresponding to the filter (30) with g(η,∆t) = ∆t
for 1D case as
∂f
∂t
+ v
∂f
∂x
+ F (t, x)
∂f
∂v
= −β (−1)
γ
Mγ
Dγf, (37)
where the linear differential operator D is defined by
Df(t, x, v) = ∂
∂v
[
exp
(
−v
2
2
)
∂
∂v
(
exp
(
v2
2
)
f(x, v, t)
)]
. (38)
It is noted that we can also obtain the dissipative equation corresponding to the filter
(30), analogously. But the expression is too complex, so here we take the filter (30) with
g(η,∆t) = ∆t as an example. It has been proved [25] that the dissipative term (37) is
strong enough to stabilize the approximation, and yet small enough not to ruin the spectral
accuracy of the scheme for the conservation laws. Further more, it has been verified that
the filter will not affect the damping rate and the frequency of the Landau damping either.
See [11] for more details.
On the other hand, as M → ∞, the dissipative term −β (−1)γMγ Dγf → 0. Using the
same argument in Section 3.2.1, it can be claimed that the filtered HME is a solver of the
Vlasov equation and its solution converges to that of the Vlasov equation as M → ∞.
Therefore, it would predict the correct Landau damping rate and frequency if M is large
enough.
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Remark 1. These two viewpoints have demonstrated that the filtered HME is a solver to
the Vlasov equation. They are brought up to show the total effect of filtering, other than
for the numerical scheme. The numerical algorithm of the filtering is based on Eq. (20),
which will be described elaborately in the next section.
Before the end of this section, we answer the four questions proposed at the beginning of
this section. In order to choose a filter for HME without destroying its physical properties,
we studied the properties of HME and proposed four necessary conditions for the filter
in Section 3.1.1. These four conditions guarantee the rotational invariant, conservation of
mass, momentum and energy and convergence of HME. The quasi time-consistent filter
proposed in Section 3.1.3 solves the problem that how often the filter is applied in each
time step. To study the convergence of the filtered HME and whether the filter changes the
Landau damping rate, we provided two viewpoints: artificial collision operator in Section
3.2.1 and artificial dissipation in Section 3.2.2 to show that the filtered HME is a solver
of the Vlasov equation and can predict the correct Landau damping rate and frequency.
4 Numerical Simulations
In this section, numerical simulations are performed to investigate the effects of the
filtered HME. We first briefly list the numerical scheme for solving the filtered HME.
Then two classical problems, linear Landau damping and two-stream instability [17, 10],
are employed for numerical simulations. Both problems are set up with periodic boundary
condition and ρ0 = 1 in (1).
4.1 Numerical scheme
As is discussed in Section 3, the filter is applied once in each time step. In this
subsection, we will first briefly introduce the numerical scheme to solve VP and then list
the outline of the whole numerical scheme.
4.1.1 Numerical scheme to solve VP
To solve VP, the numerical scheme in [10] is employed with filters added in. We
refer readers to [10, Section 3] for more details of the numerical scheme, and only a brief
description of the numerical scheme is listed here. By a standard fraction step method, we
split VP into the convection step and the acceleration step. From the deduction in [10],
we can find that the acceleration step only contains the electric force F in the governing
equations. Thus VP is split as
• the convection part:
∂f
∂t
+ v · ∇xf = 0, (39)
• the acceleration part:
∂tu = F ,
F (t,x,v) = E(t,x), E(t,x) = −∇x φ(t,x), −∆xφ = ρ(t,x)− ρ0.
(40)
Here we restrict our study in the 1D spatial space. The standard finite volume dis-
cretization is adopted in the x-direction. Suppose Γh to be a uniform mesh in R, and each
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cell is identified by an index j. For a fixed x0 ∈ R and ∆x > 0,
Γh =
{
Tj = x0 + (j∆x, (j + 1)∆x) : j ∈ Z
}
. (41)
The numerical solution which is the approximation of the distribution function f at t = tn
is denoted as
fnh (x,v) = f
n
j (v) =
∑
|α|6M
fnj,αH
[unj ,u
n
th,j
]
α (v), x ∈ Tj. (42)
For the convection part, the distribution function is updated by the conservative part
and the regularization part (see [10, Eq. (3.9)])
fn+1,∗j (v) = f
n
j (v) +K
n
1,j(v) +K
n
2,j(v). (43)
Here, Kn1,j is discretized in the conservative formation as
Kn1,j(v) = −
∆tn
∆x
[
Fn
j+ 1
2
(v)− Fn
j− 1
2
(v)
]
, (44)
where Fn
j+ 1
2
is the numerical flux between cell Tj and Tj+1 at t
n and the same HLL
scheme [10, Eq. (3.11)] is utilized here. Similarly, the numerical approximation for the
regularization part Kn2,j is
Kn2,j(v) = −
∆t
2∆x
∑
|α|=M
(α1 + 1)
3∑
d=1
(
fnα−ed+e1
(
und,j+1 − und,j−1
)
+fnα−2ed+e1u
n
th,j
(
unth,j+1 − unth,j−1
))H[unj ,unth,j ]α (v) , |α| =M.
(45)
In the 1D spatial space case, the acceleration part is approximated as
un+11,j = u
n+1,∗
1,j +∆tF
n+1
1,j , (46)
where un+1,∗1,j and F
n+1
1,j is the first entry of the macroscopic velocity u and the electric
force F in the j-th cell after the convection step at t = tn, respectively. The electric force
En1,j is updated as
−φ
n+1
j+1 − 2φn+1j + φn+1j−1
∆x2
= ρn+1j − ρ0, Fn+11,j = En+11,j = −
φn+1j+1 − φn+1j−1
2∆x
. (47)
where ρn+1j is the density in the j-th cell after the convection step, for the reason that the
density is not updated in the acceleration step and the collision step.
By now, we have introduced the algorithm to solve VP. The application of filter can
be treated as the revision of the moments, and the detailed application of the filter is
explained in the outline of the algorithm in the following.
4.1.2 Outline of the algorithm
The outline of the algorithm is as follows:
1. Let n = 0, t = 0. Set the moment order M and the initial value fnj,α, u
n
j and u
n
th,j
on the j-th mesh cell;
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2. Calculate the time step length ∆tn according to the CFL condition
∆tn = CFL
∆x
λmax
, λmax = max
j
(|unj |+C0,M+1unth,j) , (48)
where CFL is the CFL number and C0,M+1 is the maximum zeros of HeM+1(v);
3. Use the numerical scheme in the last section to solve the Vlasov equation (1) by one
time step, and denote the solution in i-th mesh cell as fn,∗j,α , u
n,∗
j and u
n,∗
th,j;
4. Filtering: fn+1j,α ← σ
(
α
M ,∆t
n
)
fn,∗j,α , u
n+1
j ← un,∗j , un+1th,j ← un,∗th,j;
5. Let n← n+ 1, t← t+∆tn till t > tend.
In this section, we always set CFL = 0.45 if not stated specifically.
4.2 Linear Landau damping
For VP, one important property people care about is the time evolution of the square
root of the electric energy, which is defined as
E(t) =
(∫
Ω
|E(t,x)|2 dx
)1/2
. (49)
According to Landau’s theory, the time evolution of E(t) is expected to be exponentially
decaying with a fixed rate γ and fixed frequency ωR, which are given by the dispersion
relation. Another property people care about is the conservation of mass, momentum and
energy. As is proved in [10], this numerical scheme keeps the conservation of total mass
and momentum. The total energy is defined as
Etotal(t) =
∫
Ω
|E(t,x)|2 + ρ(t,x)|u(t,x)|2 + ρ(t,x)u2th(t,x) dx. (50)
The variation of the total energy will be studied in the numerical simulations. In the
following, we first study the linear Landau damping problem for 1D case to demonstrate
the effectiveness of the filter and then study the 2D case to show its validity for high-
dimensional case.
4.2.1 1D linear Landau damping
In this subsection, we study the filtered HME by 1D linear Landau damping. Same
initial state as that in [17, 10] is adopted
f(0, x, v) =
1√
2π
e−v
2/2(1 +A cos(kx)), (x, v) ∈ (0, L) × R, (51)
where A = 10−3 is the amplitude of the perturbation, k denotes the wave number, and
the periodic length is L = 2π/k.
Next, we study the properties of the filtered HME in detail.
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Long time behavior The recurrence phenomenon of HME breaks its Landau damping.
For the filtered HME, it is expected that the filter can restrain the recurrence phenomenon,
so the Landau damping can sustain for a long time. By performing simulations for both
HME and the filtered HME with the wave number k = 0.3, the grid number N = 3200
and the number of moments M = 50 and 80, we present the time evolution of E(t) in
Figure 3. One can observe that for HME, the recurrence appears in a short time, but for
the filtered HME, the damping of the energy sustains for a long time until the solution
reaches the machine precision. Hence, the filter HME has a good behavior on restraining
the recurrence.
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Figure 3: Time evolution of ln(E(t)) with N = 3200, k = 0.3 for different M . The blue
line is that with filter while the red line is that without filter.
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Figure 4: Time evolution of ln(E(t)) for the filtered method with Hou-Li’s filter (HL)
and quasi time-consistent filter (T-HL) (30) with different CFL numbers.
Quasi time-consistent filter The quasi time-consistent filter is proposed to reduce
the effect of the filter with respect to the time step. For different time step with the
spatial discretization unchanged, which corresponds to different CFL numbers, the nu-
merical results of the filtered HME should be almost same. But for Hou-Li’ filter, which
is employed to solve VP in [41], if the CFL number is halved, the filter is applied twice
in the previous one time step. Therefore, its numerical results may be quite different.
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Figure 4 presents the time evolution of the energy E for three different CFL numbers as
CFL1 = 0.45, CFL2 = 0.23, and CFL3 = 0.12. The setup is N = 3200, k = 0.3 and
M = 50. The numerical results support our conjecture. Precisely speaking, different CFL
numbers barely change the behavior of E for the filtered method with filter (28), while
the method with Hou-Li’s filter gives different damping effects of E under different CFL
numbers.
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(a) Landau damping phenomenon
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(b) Landau damping rate
Figure 5: Time evolution of ln(E(t)) for different spatial grid steps with k = 0.3 and
M = 50. The slopes of the curves are the numerical damping rates calculated by the least
square fitting of the peak value points of E(t).
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Figure 6: Profile of the numerical damping rates and the numerical frequencies with
respect to the space grid step ∆x with k = 0.3 and M = 50. The total evolution time is
t = 25, 50 and 100 respectively. The damping rate γ in (a) is obtained by the least square
fitting of the damping rate with different ∆x. The intercept of the line on y-axis is the
limit damping rate. The frequency ωR of the electric field in (b) is estimated by counting
the peaks in Figure 5.
Damping rate and frequency As argued in Section 3.2.1 and 3.2.2, the filtered HME
is a solver of VP, so the filtered HME would predict the correct Landau damping rate and
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frequencies if the moment order M is large enough. To study it, we first study the spatial
convergence to avoid the effects of the spatial error to the moment convergence and then
study the moment convergence.
Spatial convergence Figure 5 presents detailed illustrations of the evolution of
E(t) with different grid sizes as N = 200, 400, 800, 1600, and 3200. As the grid number
increasing, the damping rate converges. The least square fitting method used in [10] is
utilized here to approximate the final damping rate. The analytical solution of Landau
damping rate and frequency for k = 0.3 is
ωR = 1.1598, γ = −0.0126. (52)
Figure 6(a) presents the damping rates for different spatial grid steps and different
total evolution time. The numerical damping rates are in a linearly and monotonically
converging pattern with the spatial grid size ∆x going to zero and the limit slope we ob-
tained is in perfect agreement with the theoretical data. The Landau damping frequencies
in Figure 6(b) also has a good convergence to the theoretical results with the increasing
of spatial grids.
Moreover, the damping rates and frequencies for different end time tend are also studied.
Three end time tend = 25, 50 and 100 correspond to the cases before the recurrence, just
after the recurrence and a long time after the recurrence of HME. Figure 6(a) shows
that the damping rates before and after the recurrence of the HME are almost same,
while Figure 6(b) shows that the frequencies before and after the recurrence of the HME
are just slightly different. This indicates that the filtered HME can predict the correct
damping rate and frequency for a long time after the recurrence of HME.
Moment convergence Figure 7(a) presents the time evolution of E(t) of the filtered
HME for different moment order M = 40, 50, 60, 70 and 80 with k = 0.3, N = 3200.
One can observe that the behavior of the time evolution of E(t) for different numbers of
moments are all persisting on damping. This indicates that the filter works well with
different numbers of moments.
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Figure 7: (a) Time evolution of ln(E(t)) for different M with N = 3200, k = 0.3. (b), (c)
Numerical Landau damping rates and numerical Landau damping frequencies for different
M with k = 0.3, N = 3200 and different total evolution time, respectively.
The damping rates and frequencies for different end time tend are also studied. Three
end time tend = 25, 50 and 100 is studied, and results are presented in Figure 7(b) and
7(c). It is clear that the damping rates at different ending time are almost the same and
they are converging with the increasing of moment number. Because of the spatial error,
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there is a little distance between theoretical damping rate and the converging limit. But
as it is stated in 4.2.1, the distance will go to zero with the increasing of the spatial grid
size. Meanwhile, one can observe that the damping frequencies for different ending time
are just slightly different. Moreover, with different numbers of moments, the frequencies
are almost same. This indicates that the filtered HME can predict the correct damping
rate and frequency with a small number of moments.
Conservation property It has been proved in [10] that the numerical scheme used
in this paper preserved the conservation of total mass and momentum, expect the total
energy. We study the time evolution of the variation of the total energy, which is presented
in Figure 8 for the setup N = 3200, M = 50 and k = 0.3. It is clear that the total energy
changes very slightly in the whole computation, which agrees with the result in [10]. This
indicates the filter does not deteriorate the conservation of the mass, momentum and
energy.
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Figure 8: Time evolution of the relative variation of the total energy Etotal(t) in logarithm
scale. The relative variation is defined by |Etotal(t)− Etotal(0)|/Etotal(0).
4.2.2 2D-2D example
In this subsection, we study the filtered HME by 2D linear Landau damping and try
to claim that all the conclusions for 1D case also hold for the 2D case. In the following, we
pick up a few behaviors studied for 1D case to validate our conclusion. The initial value
in [24] is adopted here:
f(0, x, y, vx, vy) = feq =
1
2π
exp
(
−v
2
x + v
2
y
2
)(
1 +A cos(kxx) cos(kyy)
)
, (53)
with A = 10−3 and kx = ky = 0.3. The length of the periodic box in the physical space is
Lx = Ly = 4π/kx. The moment order is set as M = 40.
Figure. 9(a) presents the time evolution of the electric energy E(t) of HME and the
filtered HME. Just similar to the 1D case, E(t) for the filtered HME keeps on damping at
the time when the recurrence occurs for HME. Figure 9(b) shows the convergence of the
damping rate with the increasing of grid number, where the grid number are N = 100,
200, 300 and 400, respectively.
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Remark 2. The difference between the numerical result and the theoretical result may be
caused by the smaller N and not large enough moment order M , which is restricted by
the computational cost. Maybe the second order scheme we are working on can solve this
problem.
Figure 9(c) illustrates the relative error of the total energy with the time evolution for
the 2D-2D case with the setup Nx = Ny = 100, M = 40 and k = 0.3. Same as the 1D
case, the total energy is changing very slightly in the whole computation, which is due to
the splitting numerical method.
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Figure 9: (a) Time evolution of ln(E(t)) for HME and the filtered HME with Nx = Ny =
200 and M = 40. (b) Time evolution of ln(E(t)) for the filtered HME with M = 40 for
different grid sizes. (c) Relative variation of the total energy.
4.3 Two-stream instability
In this subsection, the classical two-stream instability problem is employed to study
the filtered HME. The two-stream instability is excited when the distribution function is
formed by two populations streaming in opposite directions with a large enough relative
drift velocity. Here, we adopt the same initial condition as in [12]
f(0, x, v) =
1 + ǫ cos(kx)
2
√
2π
(
exp
(
−
(
v + u0√
2uth
)2)
+ exp
(
−
(
v − u0√
2uth
)2))
, (54)
where the wave number k = 0.5, perturbation ǫ = 10−3, velocity u0 = 1.0, and thermal
velocity uth = 0.5 respectively.
Figure 10 depicts the time evolution of the electric energy E(t), where the reference
solution is computed by the discrete velocity method (DVM) with the grid size large
enough. Figure 10(a) shows the convergence of the electric energy with respect to the grid
size with M = 60. This indicates the filtered HME can depict the two-stream instability
problem. Figure 10(b) presents the time evolution of the electric energy of HME and the
filtered HME and also compare them with the reference solution. One can see the good
agreement with the solution of DVM and reference theoretical rate. Moreover, the filtered
HME behaviors better than HME for this problem. Good agreement with the reference
shows the power of the filtered HME, saying this method is designed to suppress the
numerical recurrence, but it also works for the nonlinear two-steam instability problem.
Figure 11 illustrates the time evolution of the relative error of the total energy. The
setup is N = 3200 and M = 60. It is shown that the total energy is changing very slightly
in the whole computation, and the variations of the total energy in the nonlinear stage is
also acceptable, since this is quite a complicate physical process.
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Figure 10: (a) Time evolution of ln(E(t)) of the filtered HME for different spatial grid
sizes with M = 60. (b) Time evolution of ln(E(t)) of HME and the filtered HME and
comparison with reference solution.
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Figure 11: Time evolution of the relative variation of the total energy Etotal(t) for two-
stream instability problem.
5 Conclusion
We presented a filtered HME for the Vlasov-Poisson equations to suppress the re-
currence effects. Due to the careful construction, the filter preserves most of physical
properties of HME, including the conservation of mass, momentum and energy, Galilean
invariant and convergence to VP. The quasi time-consistent property guarantees that the
solution to the filtered HME is not sensitive to the time step. Two viewpoints on the
quasi time-consistent filter show that the filtered HME is a solver of the Vlasov equation,
and it can predict correct physical phenomena described by VP. Numerical simulations
demonstrate the power of the filter in suppressing recurrences and producing more accu-
rate solutions. The proposed numerical method can depict the electric energy until it is
close to the machine precision for linear Landau damping cases and predict correct be-
haviors of the electric energy for two-stream instability problem. More applications of the
filtered HME are in process.
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